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Video: Putin Dares Macron to Trigger World War III.
Gives a Chilling Warning After Macron Reiterates
Sending NATO Troops to Ukraine
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French  President  Emmanuel  Macron  has  reaffirmed  his  commitment  to  deploying  NATO
troops in Ukraine, despite warnings from Russian President Vladimir Putin of a potential
“World War 3” if the West intervenes.

Macron’s stance has received backing from Baltic nations, but Western allies have distanced
themselves from Paris. The Kremlin has mocked Macron’s remarks, asserting that NATO’s
involvement in Ukraine is already underway.

Meanwhile, Macron held a “Weimar Triangle” meeting with Germany and Poland leaders to
foster unity amid disagreements within the West. The United States, United Kingdom, and
Germany consider NATO’s direct involvement with Russia a “red line.”

Macron’s advocacy for NATO intervention in Ukraine echoes his previous calls for European
autonomy within NATO.

France’s role in coordinating EU aid to Ukraine contrasts with its lag in providing direct
assistance compared to Germany, the UK, and the US. As the conflict escalates and Russia
makes rapid advancements on the eastern front, uncertainty looms over Ukraine’s defence
capabilities and the global response, particularly amidst the upcoming US election year.

The unfolding Russia-Ukraine war poses a significant threat to Europe, heightening concerns
about the potential spillover of conflict.
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